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GOOD

BETTER

BEST

AIR CONDITIONER

FURNACE

QuietComfort® Deluxe 19
Air Conditioner

QuietComfort® Deluxe 98
Furnace

condensor fan motor
■■Includes Observer® Wi-Fi Communicating Control
with SmartSenseTM technology
■■ENERGY STAR® rated
■■10 year parts warranty
■■10 year No Hassle Replacement Warranty
■■Includes 1 year Peace of Mind Maintenance Plan

Control with SmartSenseTM technology
■■High Efficiency ECM Variable Speed Motor Blower
■■Lifetime heat exchanger warranty
■■10 year parts warranty
■■10 year No Hassle Replacement Warranty
■■Includes 1 year Peace of Mind Maintenance Plan

■■19 SEER, 13 EER efficiency
■■As low as 56 decibels
■■5 Stage Inverter Compressor with variable-speed

QuietComfort® 16
Air Conditioner

■■16 SEER, 12.2 EER efficiency
■■As low as 69 decibels
■■ENERGY STAR® qualified
■■Single-stage compressor operation
■■Durably built to withstand bad weather, debris, and
corrosion

■■10 year parts warranty
■■5 year No Hassle Replacement Warranty

Performance 14
Air Conditioner

■■14 SEER, 12.2 EER efficiency
■■As low as 72 decibels
■■Single-stage compressor operation
■■Durably built to withstand bad weather, debris, and
corrosion

■■10 year parts warranty

BEST systems include...

Ion™ Communicating
System Control

■■98% AFUE Efficiency
■■Modulating gas valve
■■ENERGY STAR® rated
■■Includes Observer ® Wi-Fi Communicating

QuietComfort® 96
Furnace

■■96% AFUE efficiency
■■Single Stage heat
■■High efficiency ECM blower motor
■■Lifetime heat exchanger warranty
■■10 year parts warranty
■■1 year No Hassle Replacement Warranty

Performance 80 XL
Furnace

■■80% AFUE efficiency
■■Single Stage heat
■■High efficiency ECM blower motor
■■20 year heat exchanger warranty
■■10 year parts warranty

BETTER & GOOD systems include...

LyricTM T6 Pro
Wi-Fi Thermostat

HEAT PUMP & AIR HANDLER

GOOD

BETTER

BEST

QuietComfort® Deluxe 18 Heat Pump
+ FCM4X Air Handler
■■19 SEER, 13 EER, 11 HSPF efficiency
■■As low as 56 decibels
■■5 Stage Inverter Compressor with variable-speed

condensor fan motor
■■Includes Observer ® Wi-Fi Communicating Control with SmartSenseTM
technology
■■ENERGY STAR® rated
■■10 year parts warranty
■■10 year No Hassle Replacement Warranty
■■Includes 1 year Peace of Mind Maintenance Plan

QuietComfort® 15 Heat Pump
+ FXM4X Air Handler

■■16 SEER, 13 EER, 9 HSPF efficiency
■■As low as 69 decibels
■■ENERGY STAR® qualified
■■Single-stage compressor operation
■■Durably built to withstand bad weather, debris, and corrosion
■■High efficiency ECM X13 blower motor
■■10 year parts warranty
■■5 year No Hassle Replacement Warranty on heat pump

Performance 14 Heat Pump
+ FEM4X Air Handler
■■14 SEER, 11.5 EER, 8.2 HSPF efficiency
■■As low as 69 decibels
■■High Efficiency ECM X13 blower motor
■■10 year parts warranty

Need Financing? We can help!
Keep your system running
efficiently and your warranties
valid with our Service Plan!
Timely registration required for 10 year parts limited warranty. Limited warranty period is 5 years for parts if not registered within 90 days of installation.
Jurisdictions where warranty benefits cannot be conditioned on registration will receive the registered limited warranty periods. Please see warranty certificate
for further details and restrictions.

A CLOSER LOOK AT THE DETAILS
What are SEER & EER?

What is HSPF?

Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps are rated in SEER (Seasonal
Energy Efficiency Rating) and EER (Energy Efficiency Rating.) EER
measures the energy efficiency of an air conditioner at one operating
temperature, while SEER is the calculation using varying temperatures.
The higher the SEER rating the more efficient the equipment.

Heat Pumps are rated in SEER,
EER, and HSPF (Heating Season
Performance Factor.) The higher
the HSPF, the better the unit
performs in cooler temperatures.

Percent Savings

SEER vs. Cooling Cost Savings
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Compressors
47%

Single-stage units cost more to
operate and run at a constant
speed based on a design load
using a single cooling or heating
output.
Two-stage units offer energy efficiency by operating in first stage (2/3 of
normal output,) then switching to second stage (100%) in extreme heat.
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Inverter units are the most energy efficient as the compressor has five
stages in which to operate to cover a wide range of conditions.
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Percentage based on national averages at 10 SEER; may vary according to efficiency of current unit and installation.

What is AFUE?

Gas Valves

AFUE stands for Annual Fuel Utilization Efficiency. Furnaces range in efficiencies from
80-98% AFUE. The higher the efficiency, the less gas you use and the more you save.

A Single-stage gas valve
furnace simply turns on and
shuts off with a call for heat.

Percent Savings

Higher AFUE Equals Greater Energy Savings
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Two–stage gas valve units
lower energy cost by
operating in first stage (2/3
of normal output,) and
switching to second stage
(100%) as needed.
A Modulating gas valve
furnace operates at a wide
range of outputs (usually
30%-100%) depending on
weather conditions.

AFUE vs. heating cost savings percentage based on national averages; may vary according to efficiency of current unit and installation.

Motors

Fan Blowers

A PSC motor costs more to operate and runs at a constant speed.

Multi-speed fan blower uses a few select speeds to deliver
air, similar to the way a ceiling fan behaves.

An ECM motor is a high efficiency motor which reduces energy cost.
A fully variable speed ECM motor is the most efficient motor available and ramps up
and down slowly, providing a wide range of operation possibilities. The quiet start and
stop also is done gradually as the motor ramps up and down, providing high levels of
dehumidification and low cost operation should you decide to circulate your air 24/7.
In addition to the savings with two-stage compressors and inverter compressors,
many high efficiency Air Conditioners and Heat Pumps have higher efficiency outdoor
condenser fan motors which also save money on electric.
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A variable-speed blower precisely and automatically
adjusts to keep airflow at a specified level, similar to the way
cruise control ramps up. Even when your heat pump isn’t
running, the variable speed blower stays on most of the time,
but at a low, energy efficient setting. Operating in this way, it
can constantly clean your air if you have an air cleaner or
constantly humidify your air if you have a humidifier.

